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About This Game

Very few can resist the temptation of a warm plate of Spaghet... nor can you.

Its a quiet night. You settle down, ready to sink your hands into that stringy goodness, but there's just one problem: That's not
your Spaghet. This isn't even your house, and the current residents don't take too kindly to having their food slapped around.

Suddenly, you hear a voice coming through the TV, then... darkness.

All you wanted to do was enjoy a plate of pasta, but now its about survival... and pasta.

Papa, Mama, Baby, and Goldie are coming for you. They see what you're doing, and they all want a piece... of you, that is.

With the Spaghet getting cold, you'll need to keep it warm while dealing with them.

Somebody has to touch it, right?

============================================================

Your Objective:
Touch the Spaghet to keep it warm for as long as possible, while avoiding being caught by Papa, Mama, Baby, and Goldie. Each
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one is dealt with in a different way.

Be sure to look at the TV whenever you hear static...

-Simple, yet challenging, gameplay
-The goal is not completion, but to survive for as long as possible.

-Compare you time with friends on the Leaderboard.
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Title: SPAGHET
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Torrey Daniel
Publisher:
TD Indie
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, 64-bit Windows 8 (8.1) or 64-bit Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 @ 2.80 GHz / AMD FX-4350 @ 4.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5870

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 515 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

English
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Fantastic visual novel. I love this art style. I was happy to buy the game but could not get past several issues.
First the sound was always cutting out ever second or two and I could not fix it.
Next when starting the game the tutorial selection screen had text cut off so you could not read or select some options.
I would have given it a chance but even the devs game site has no contact link to send the messages.

I do not recommend this game.
I have requested a refund.. When you get to level 4000+ idle strategy becomes so slow. So I switched to an Active strategy and
bought 3 in game AC's with the rubies I had saved up and bought the zombie one and now this one. These AC's have made the
game more enjoyable for me because its allowed me to push through that level 4000 barrier whereas with my idle strategy I was
at a wall around 3300.. Fun little game about an interesting topic. Music and visuals are on point. Gameplay could use work.
Only $2. Works for me.. One of the Wost Games i Ever Play.. Really cool game,

 PATCH #1 ---
1 movement is bad , which in turn makes aiming bad,
2 my troops get stuck and so do I when walking into trees,walls,ect ect ..
3, my guns just keep fireing sometimes whitout me clicking..
Keep up the work, looking forward to whats next..
So far ENJOYING. This is probably the best YDKJ game out there. It has my favorite announcer and its a ton of fun to play
(even though its old). The first-person platforming stuff was probably the weakest stuff in Revelations, and this is more of that:
frustrating.. this game sadly doesnt work i tried to confir it like it said but it gave me the same errer if this game was work the it
suppose to i would recamen it but sence it doesnt i wouldnt get it till it gets fixed. Start slowly but after the first 30 minutes or so
it really picks up. UI is good, puzzles are challenging but not frustrating (at least not yet), story is interesting. I'd definitely
recommend this if you're a fan of something like Shenzhen I\/0. It's different enough that you'll have a new experience but
definitely in the same vein.
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I would understand if this was still in Beta, but it lacks content and has a lot of bugs. Has potential, but not worth the cost.. This
games is a classic RTS + RPG fusion.
I will keep my review short with just pros and cons.

Pros
-Smooth going plot
-It will give you enough time to play
-Many missions
-Nice music
-Just 1 bug found so far in 2 playruns

Cons
-Only 1 playable faction in campain
-Most of the times AI is overwelming unit spammer and hard to overcome.
-Repatativity of killing thousands of enemies in every mission with just your hero.
-Most missions are RPG and not RTS.
-Few units to create, small tech tree
-In windows 10 cutscenes wont work.

Although i would rate it a solid 7\/10 beacause it remides me pretty much the era 2000-2010 of great RTS games also i would
suggest you to buy it in discounts (around 7-10 euros will be fair price)

I hope my review will help you \u263a cheers \u263a
. great game, the horror parts of it work really well too, surprisingly. it's very difficult too... A short, straightforward Hidden
Object game with potion-brewing and match three minigames. This is NOT a Point-and-Click Adventure so there isn't much of
a story, but the graphics are colourful and beautifully designed.

There is no way I would pay full price for this game, but buy it at £2 or less and it's worth it.. Elegant, stylish, absorbing, right,
tense, up, challenging, down, left, right, buy!. I've bought this and all other DLC to support the game and it's progression, I'd
love to see some new content, player level increased, bug fixes and other patches to make the game work how it should.

I do love the game but it still needs a lot of work, so I'll help support that anyway I can.

Looking forward to new content, bug fixes, patches etc etc :)))

P.s If Funcom run away with mine and other's money without any decent new content, bug fixes & patches etc I will never
support Funcom again.
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